Agenda

**NHDOT/ACEC-NH Partnering Meeting**

**Virtual Meeting through Zoom, invitation to be sent out separately.**

Friday, June 26th, 2020

**Introductions** - Bill Oldenburg

**Updates on the LPA Program**
CR Willeke, Municipal Highways Engineer, NHDOT

**General Meeting**
- General Announcements & NHDOT Updates - Bill Oldenburg
  - NH DOT Working Virtually
  - Virtual Public Meetings
  - Eligible Consultant List
  - Electronic Technical Proposal Submissions
  - Standardized Invoicing Revisions
  - Upcoming Projects & RFP’s
- Question and Answer – Open Discussion

**Next Partnering Meeting:** October 2nd, 2020

**Upcoming Events:**
- ACEC- NHDOT Partnering Meeting – Oct. 2, 2020
- Winter Technical Exchange (1/2 Day) – Jan. 15, 2021
- ACEC- NHDOT Tech Conference – Apr. 15, 2021